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+15147314128 - http://www.ducdelorraine.ca/

A complete menu of Duc De Lorraine from Montreal Canada covering all 13 courses and drinks can be found
here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Duc De Lorraine:
Tasty brunch. Great service. Main problem was the outside set-up. It was a rainy day and rain drops were falling
in my plate because of the metallic structure of the tent. It was full inside so we had to stay under the tent. Next
time I’ll ask à table inside for sure. read more. In pleasant weather you can even eat and drink in the outdoor
area, And into the accessible rooms also come clientele with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. WiFi is

available free of charge. What User doesn't like about Duc De Lorraine:
Prices are too high for the food quality, especially when a lot of choices were already gone by lunchtime. I think
their pastries and desserts are very nice but not worth the price. It was extremely noisy, no social distancing and
the bathroom was DISGUSTING! Expect a nightclub toilets at its worth during the night! Surely they can do much
better! read more. You can at Duc De Lorraine from Montreal Canada taste delicious vegetarian meals, in which

no animal meat or fish was brought into play, For a snack in between, the yummy sandwiches, small salads,
and other snacks are suitable. No matter the occasion - an event - the in-house catering makes it easy to enjoy

the food from Duc De Lorraine at home, the restaurant serves also menus from the European environment.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
HUGO

10 m�� popular
BAGUETTE

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Cookie�
MACAROONS

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

FRENCH

Ingredient� Use�
SALMON

RASPBERRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

BURGER

TOSTADAS

SALAD

PANINI
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